Course Set Up for World’s Longest Driver Contest
This page describes the things the course superintendent needs to do to set up for the
contest.
Contest Hole
1) The “Contest Hole” should be a hole
with a fairway that is as wide open
as possible since some of the shots
will be off-line!
2) It is best if it is a Par 5. But if no Par
5 is wide enough, a Par 4 is OK.
3) The tees should be “all the way
back” for this hole. Ladies tees can
be proportionally closer.
4) There should be 4 holes spread out
on the green with one of them in the
most difficult putting location, likely
toward a back corner. The most
difficult hole should have a different
color flag while the other 3 holes
should all be the same color
(suggest white). The goal is for the 3
white-flagged holes to be in easily accessible locations.
5) A flag or marker should be placed in the middle of the fairway 300 yards from the
tees, or 150 yards from the green, whichever is closer to the green.
6) A “longest drive” stake-and-pencil should be placed out in the fairway about 200
yards from the tees. Note that this should not replace the normal “longest drive”
hole. This distance contest is only for the 5-Foot Driver results.
7) No other contests can be conducted on this hole. It is important that everyone is
motivated to donate $20 per foursome to swing the long driver.
Driving Range Set Up
The only unusual thing that needs to be done for the Driving Range Practice Shots is a
“double-wide” hitting bay, preferably in the middle of the range. Plenty of driving range
balls should also be available.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask.
Contact:
[Outing Contact Person, phone, and email]

